By Todd Smith

Ashby on Broadheads
Y

ears ago, my arrow building mentor John Dodge asked
me how many big game animals I had killed with my bow. I don’t
remember the number I gave him; it
does not matter. The point was, when
I answered, without hesitation he said,
“Wrong! You’ve never killed any big
game animals with your bow; your
arrows and broadheads did the killing.”
He was a frustrating man at times, but
he was usually right.
I have never looked at arrows and
broadheads the same way since. Years
later, I read Dr. Ed Ashby’s broadhead
report from the now famous Natal
Study and learned the benefits of single edged (two-blade) broadheads for
lethality and penetration on big game.
Over the past 26 years of extensive testing, Dr. Ashby’s reports compiled data
that, piece by piece, completed the
puzzle for the ideal construction and
configuration of broadheads designed
for maximum penetration and even
true bone splitting potential.
In this article, Dr. Ashby describes
for us the specific attributes of the
broadheads that performed best on
actual live and freshly harvested big
game animals. Unlike testing done on
ballistic gel, or some other man made
medium that may look impressive on

a YouTube video
but have nothing to do with the
actual animals we
hunt, Dr. Ashby’s
tests on hide, flesh
and bone tell us
the true story of
how our arrows
and broadheads
will perform in
the real world of
bowhunting. My
questions to him
appear in italic
type.

Dr. Ashby,
please tell us
Dr. Ed Ashby has spent decades testing arrows and broadheads
what the broad- for their effectiveness on big game and bone hits.
heads you tested revealed to you during the now to recover it. Most bowhunters tend to
famous Natal Study.
attribute every lost animal to a “poorly
Perhaps the single most important placed hit.” Testing indicates that this is
thing I learned from the early testing is often not the case.
that anything works when everything
Most non-lethal hits result from
goes right but a bowhunter had better either (1) a poor choice of equipment
be prepared for when everything goes in the selection of the arrow/broadwrong because sooner or later it will. head setup used or (2) a failure of the
Other than yielding a few measure- equipment to perform as it should.
ments, which can be used for com- Equipment performance failures occur
parative purposes, a “successful shot” most commonly from structural failure
tells us little about what works best. of the broadhead, broadhead adaptor/
However, when insert or arrow shaft … or an inada shot fails, there equately sharpened broadhead.
is an opportunity
A hunting arrow, tipped with a
to learn some- truly sharp broadhead, is incredibly
thing: what failed lethal. Almost any solid body hit has
and why it failed. the potential to be lethal. With very,
U n f o r t u n a t e l y , very few exceptions, such as a shot
most bowhunters angled such that only one lung is hit never get to see and animals, especially large animals,
the results of their frequently do survive one lung hits u n s u c c e s s f u l any solid body hit with such an arrow
shots or to look will be lethal if the arrow penetrates
for the reasons sufficiently and the broadhead remains
why they failed. undamaged. If that arrow, with its ‘truly
All they know is sharp’ broadhead, penetrates suffiBecause the tip shape of the best performing broadhead remindthat they hit an ciently, any failure to recover the anied Dr. Ashby of two Tanto knives placed back to back, he decided
animal and failed mal will result from mismanagement
to refer to it as a “Tanto” tip.
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after the shot, lack of tracking skills,
lack of persistence in the follow-up
or simple bad luck, such as the trail
being obliterated by rain or snow or
the animal going into terrain where it
is impossible to follow.
The unfortunate truth is that a great
deal of equipment on the bowhunting market today simply does not perform well. Much of it does not measure
up to either the advertiser’s claims or
many of the media’s “product review”
claims. You’ll rarely (if ever) read of
any bowhunting product or equipment
not performing well in any major bowhunting publication. When was the last
time you read a product review that
indicated significant problems with the
item under review? Can it be that every
bowhunting product produced always
performs perfectly, or even nearly so
and exactly as claimed by the manufacturer? Sadly, such sterling performance
is hardly the case from the vast majority
of equipment that I’ve tested.
In his book, “Safari”, Peter
Hathaway Capstick relates having
done a survey of African Professional
Hunters in which he asked them to
list what factors they considered the
most important in determining the
effectiveness and lethality of the various rifle and cartridge combinations.
The overwhelming, almost unanimous,
answer was “penetration, penetration
and penetration.” The same is true of
arrows. The answer from all the arrow
lethality studies is precisely the same;
overwhelmingly, lack of penetration
is the number one cause of an arrow,
tipped with a truly sharp broadhead,
failing to be lethal.
On big game, any arrow that fails
to penetrate sufficiently will not be
lethal. Arrows do not carry sufficient
force, or “shock,” to be reliably lethal
on any other than very small game.
You’ll often encounter the statement
that shot placement is the most important thing in killing big game with an
arrow. This is simply not true. A well
placed shot can be non-lethal, even
with a sharp broadhead, if the shot
fails to penetrate sufficiently - and that
happens more often than most people
might think.
Sounds like you need a strong,
sharp broadhead that can make it

through the animal if driven by
enough force. As
I recall, the overall winner in
the Natal Study
was the Grizzly
broadhead. Did
you have a clear
picture of WHY
that broadhead
did so well back
then, or was that
more outcome
driven research
that gave rise to
more questions
that needed to
be answered? It
sure seems that Dr. Ashby has found that single blade broadheads out-penetrate
those
findings multi-blade broadheads in all tissues. Three blade broadheads out
drove you to more penetrate four blade broadheads in soft tissues but in bone, four
intense broad- blade broadheads out-penetrate three blade broadheads.
head design study
is long and fades very smoothly into
and testing.
the blade; (8) that there are no abrupt
junctures anywhere on the head and
You are correct. Harry Elburg’s 190 (9) that the blades have a straight taper
grain Grizzly broadhead far outper- cutting edge.
formed every other broadhead tested
After many additional years of
in the Natal Study. At the time, I really testing I would, today, modify that
had no idea why it worked so much only slightly. I would say that the steel
better than the others and that was should have a Rockwell hardness
a driving force to continue the stud- between 52 and 62 and not all steels
ies. I just had to know, “What about are equal; different steels become too
the design of this particular broadhead brittle at differing points, so the upper
makes it work so much better than all limit of hardness varies by the steel.
the other broadheads I tested?” I just The other thing I would add is that the
had to know. “Why?”
broadhead should be of a single-bevel
design. Single-bevel broadheads have
Today, after decades of research, several features that make them outyou have identified specific features perform any double-bevel broadhead
that the best performing broadheads in real tissues.
must have to be considered an ideal
tool for the efficient harvesting of big
What have your tests shown when
game animals – even when things go comparing the penetration in bone
wrong. Please tell us what those are.
and soft tissue of two-blade (single
Based on the early testing, I made edged) vs. multiple-blade broada list of several criteria for a really heads?
good broadhead. They were: (1) that
Single blade broadheads outthe blade must have reasonable metal penetrate multi-blade broadheads in
thickness; (2) that it be of very good all tissues. Three-blade broadheads
quality steel; (3) that it neither bend nor out-penetrate four-blade broadheads
break when hard bone is hit; (4) that it in soft tissues but when bone is hit,
have a Rockwell scale hardness from the four-blade broadheads out-pene49 to 55; (5) that the steel from which trate the three-blade broadheads. That
it is made will tend to break before reflects the “most likely outcome” on
taking a bend; (6) that it have a long comparable hits where both arrows
and narrow shape (high Mechanical maintain structural integrity.
Advantage); (7) that the ferrule taper
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Dr. Ed Ashby has hunted all over the world and is one of a
select few to ever take a white rhino with traditional equipment.

Tough 52 Rockwell and up, high mechanical advantage broadheads
with Tanto tips and 25 degree single bevels have consistently been the
best performing broadheads Dr. Ashby has ever tested.

Your excellent report on the Top
12 Penetration Enhancing Factors
lists structural integrity as the number
one most important factor; how do
one-piece vs. component broadheads
compare in this category?
The number one criterion for a
hunting arrow is total integrity: not
bending or breaking when any tissues are hit. A quality, rigid one-piece
broadhead is far stronger than any
modular broadhead, one with any
parts that are movable or replaceable.
There’s really no comparison.

broadheads, there are two popular
shapes, those with straight edges and
those with curved edges. Have you
found one to be superior to the other?
Arrow penetration represents
“work,” in terms of physics. A straight
edge taper does more “work” with a
given applied force than either a convex
or concave taper. If that were not true,
you could bet that handicap ramps
would not be a straight taper. Being
a b l e to do more “work” with the
applied force translates into increased
penetration. It’s as simple as that.

In two-bladed (single edged)

There are so many different ferrules on broadheads; what should a
bowhunter look for in the broadhead’s
ferrule?
The best ferrule design is a straight
taper that fades smoothly into the blade.
Any “lumps, bumps or bulges”reduce
the ferrule’s Mechanical Advantage,
increasing the resistance as tissue is
penetrated.

Patent Abatement. Assists manufacturer’s
patent enforcement against violators.

What is the ideal length to width
ratio for a broadhead?
I really don’t like the term “broadhead ratio” because it has become bastardized in recent times. Folks have
started devising their own definitions
of what it means in order to be able to
advertise their broadhead as having a
high “ratio.” Mechanical Advantage, on
the other hand, is a precise definition
from physics. The longer the blade in
relation to its total cut-width, the higher

the blade’s Mechanical Advantage.
Howard Hill’s famous “3 to 1” ratio represented a total cut width of 1 inch on
a blade 3 inches long, which is roughly
a 3.0 Mechanical Advantage. That “3 to
1 ratio” has become the “Holy Grail”
of broadhead design in most folks’
minds. However, after a huge amount
of testing at the level of the Heavy
Bone Threshold, the really important
level of Mechanical Advantage is 2.6.
At that level of broadhead Mechanical
Advantage and with arrow weight
above the heavy bone threshold, the
breaching-rate on heavy bone impacts
was 100 percent in all cases where the
arrow retained structural integrity.
OK, we’ll use Mechanical
Advantage instead of broadhead
ratio. Please describe how Mechanical
Advantage is measured.
True Mechanical Advantage is
the ratio of the output force produced
by a machine to the input force. To
determine it precisely requires actually measuring these forces. However,
we commonly use the Calculated
Mechanical Advantage of machines to
get a “relative comparison” of their
“efficiency,” or how well each can use
the force available to it, ignoring things
like frictional differences (which, for
our broadheads, change with things
like test medium, blade surface area,
efficiency of cutting edge, et cetera).
We can think of a broadhead’s
blade(s) as one type of “simple
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Single-bevel broadheads are ground on
one side only and create a rotational force
when acted upon by the materials they are
penetrating.

machine”: an inclined plane, or a series
thereof. To calculate the Mechanical
Advantage of a single-blade broadhead’s blade, simply divide the total
cut width by the length of one side of
the cutting edge. Note that the length
on only one edge is used. For a threeblade broadhead, the total cut width of
all three blades is divided by the length
of one cutting edge. On four-blade
broadheads, the calculation depends
on the configuration of the blade. If all
four blades taper to a common point,
one would use the same method: the
total cut width divided by the length
of one cutting edge. If a four-blade
has shorter “bleeder blades,” then the
Mechanical Advantage of the main
blade and bleeder blade are calculated
individually and then averaged.
A similar method of calculation
can be applied to find the Mechanical
Advantage of other portions of the
broadhead such as the ferrule and even
to find the Mechanical Advantage of
the edge’s bevel angle.
Have your tests shown any difference between vented broadheads and
non-vented broadheads?
I prefer a non-vented broadhead.
In the heavy bone impact testing, there
were many instances of bone splinters
being caught in the vents, halting penetration. This could easily cost one an
animal when things don’t go perfectly.
Single-bevel vs. double-bevel –
why are they different and which one
is best?
All arrows rotate during flight. With
double-bevel broadheads, all arrow
rotation stops upon impact. Singlebevel broadheads cause the arrow to
rotate as the tissues are penetrated.

This rotation in tissues is caused not
by the arrow’s flight-rotation but by
unequal tissue pressure being exerted
on different sides of the edge bevel as
the arrow penetrates.
In soft tissues, having the broadhead continue to rotate causes both a
longer wound channel as the broadhead spirals its way through the tissue and an improved slicing effect as
the tissues are dragged at an angle
across the single-bevel’s sharp, rotating edge. In bone, the rotational pressure differential on opposing sides of
the single-bevel creates massive bone
splits, allowing easier arrow penetration through the bone.
In Outcome Driven Studies, such
as I have used, it is highly unusual to
find any factor that gives a 100 percent
outcome but one place it has occurred
is when identical arrow/broadhead
setups, excepting only the broadhead’s bevel, are tested on breaching
heavy bone. On every shot, in every
test, the single-bevel broadheads outpenetrate their matching double-bevel
counterpart: 100 percent frequency.
That’s pretty conclusive evidence that
single-bevel broadheads use up less
of the arrow’s force
when breaching
a heavy bone and
this is confirmed
by the 100 percent frequency of
increased
postbreaching penetration demonstrated
by the singlebevel broadheads
over their matching double-bevel
counterparts. The
amount of penetration gain ranged
from 14 percent to
58 percent with a
higher percentage of gain the
lower the broadhead’s Mechanical
Advantage.
It is worth noting that the more
“bevel
surface
area” a single-beveled broadhead

Dr. Ashby prefers straight edged nonvented broadheads like the one on the
left to broadheads with curved edges and
vents like the one on the right.

has, the greater the rotational force
(torque) it creates during penetration.
This becomes an important factor in
breaching heavy bone. At a given bevel-angle, the thicker the broadhead’s
blade is and the longer its cutting edge,
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the more surface area the bevel has,
thus the more torque created during
penetration.
I have heard people say that double-bevel broadheads and sometimes
even multiple-blade broadheads outpenetrate single-bevel broadheads in
foam targets. Why would that be?
Foam targets do not act like tissues. They are specifically designed to
create maximum drag on the arrow
shaft to rapidly slow the arrow. The
arrow force used in slicing the foam
is minimal as compared to the force
lost to pressure of the foam against
the shaft. The multi-blade broadhead
creates more “slices,” somewhat reducing this friction of foam against shaft.
Similarly, as the single-bevel broadhead rotates through the foam target,
it is traveling a longer path and the
rotating shaft is also traveling a longer
path through the foam. This permits
the foam to exert more pressure on the
shaft, creating greater drag. Tissues are
different. They are a blood-suffused
environment. Blood actually acts as
a lubricant, reducing shaft drag. The

major factor in loss of arrow
force in tissues results from
slicing the fibrous tissues
and breaching the bones.
There’s simply no artificial
test medium that duplicates fresh, real tissues, not
even ballistic gel. There’s no
lab-based method that substitutes for real-world outcomes. That’s why we still
have test pilots!
Please describe what
you mean by a truly sharp
broadhead and explain
how bowhunters can test Tests have shown that the best ferrule design is a
straight taper that fades smoothly into the blade.
for sharpness.
Broadhead sharpness
should be a given and I’m talking “truly that’s important, be it carbon steel or
sharp”; as close to a well honed and stainless.
stropped straight razor as one can get.
Such an edge will be as thin as the
Have you identified an ideal
bevel design and steel strength will Rockwell hardness for stainless and/
permit and it will be as polished as or carbon steel?
possible. It will have no burr. But there
The minimum hardness I want is
are other factors that affect the quality Rockwell 52 but the ideal hardness is
of the cutting action. At equal levels of the hardest steel that is not so brittle
“sharpness” and “smoothness” and the that it readily breaks. The harder the
thinner and longer a broadhead’s edge steel, the more difficult it is to sharpen
is, the less pressure required between but the sharper it can be made and
tissues and the broadhead’s edge in the longer it retains its sharpness durorder to create an equal degree and ing penetration. Ideally, your broaddepth of slice. That’s another advan- head should be as sharp after penetrattage of the single-bevel’s design; the ing the tissues as it was upon impact.
total edge angle allows a thinner edge Otherwise, you have no idea at what
than does a double bevel edge.
point in the penetration the broadFolks use all sorts of methods to head’s maximum cutting efficiency was
test the sharpness of their broadheads. lost.
I think the best test is a comparison test
to a new razor blade or a well-sharpIsn’t there a fine line between a
ened straight-edge razor. Use whatever broadhead that can bend or twist and
you like to test on: a taut rubber band, a one that would break before it bends?
piece of paper or the hair on your arm.
Absolutely. Our “ideal” broadhead
Any of these will work. Your broadhead should never bend or break on any
should slice either of these as cleanly, tissues. This, however, is a near imposas smoothly and with no more effort sible “ideal” to attain 100 percent of the
than does that true razor’s edge.
time. I want a broadhead that never
bends on tissues. If something must
Do you have any preference on the give, I want the broadhead to break,
kind of steel used in a broadhead?
not bend. Either will cause a loss of
For years I preferred carbon steel penetration but testing shows that the
broadheads, simply because there “likely outcome” for a broken broadwere no broadheads made of qual- head will be less loss of penetration
ity stainless steel. Today there are a than when a broadhead bends.
few broadheads made from very high
quality stainless steel, though I still
What is the best shape for the tip of
find many stainless steel blades that a broadhead?
are lacking. It’s the quality of the steel
That was tested extensively. The
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strongest tip design is what I labeled a
“Tanto tip.” I came up with that name
because the tip profile reminded me of
what it would look like if you put two
Tanto knives back to back. If you think
of that, you will have a good idea of
what a Tanto tip looks like.
(Note: Dr. Ashby also reports that
the Tanto style tip was the least likely
of all tip shapes to glance off an animal
and that the needle point tip was the
least desirable. The needle point did
often skip/glance if the shot was at an
angle and it was the most likely to curl
when encountering something hard
like a rib. Once the tip curled, penetration was greatly reduced.)
We have gone into some detail
of specific design elements and characteristics that are necessary to consider a broadhead as a top choice for
harvesting big game under all conditions. I’d like you to recap for us
with an overall description of what a
bowhunter should look for in a broadhead. Imagine that we’re all sitting
around the campfire after a long, gratifying day of hunting. One of the bowhunters looks at you and says, “Dr.
Ashby, describe the perfect broadhead
for big game hunting.”
Well, it’s going to be a relatively
long, narrow, rigid, single-blade broadhead, with a straight-taper blade having a Mechanical Advantage of at least
2.6. It’s going to have quality steel,
hardened to at least Rockwell 52. There
will be good blade thickness. The ferrule must be a straight taper that fades
smoothly into the blade: no “lumps,
bumps or bulges.” It will be solid: no
vents or cut-outs. The ferrule diameter
will be at least 5 percent larger than the
diameter of my shaft. It will have a single-bevel edge design, with the bevel
at 25 degrees. It will have a Tanto tip. It
will be a heavy broadhead so that I can
get really high arrow Weight Forward
of Center. Then that sucker is going to
be honed smooth and sharp enough
for surgery. I’ll happily hunt with any
broadhead that’s like that.
Dr. Ashby, thanks so much for
sharing what you’ve learned about
broadheads after all these years of
testing. Thanks, too, for sharing all
of your reports freely with the entire
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bowhunting community through the
years. What will you be testing next?
Well, I’m afraid my years of testing
are at an end. The spinal injury I suffered in a fall in New Zealand in 2008
had severe consequences and, despite
extensive surgeries, it doesn’t look like
it’s going to be getting any better. No
complaints, though. I’ve had the chance
to go places and do things that few, if
any, will ever get to do again. However,
I do hope that someone, sometime,
will carry on the testing. There are still
questions needing answers: things I’d
love to know and, more importantly,
things
bowhunters deserve
to know.
I am truly
sorry to hear
that. We’d better spread the
word then that
it’s time for others to continue
the
research
you
started.
Thanks to you,
bowhunters
around
the
world
have
been
getting
much
better
performance
and penetration from their
arrows
and
broadheads.
Many
have
reported harvesting animals
cleanly when
before, in some
cases,
they
wouldn’t have

taken the game animal at all.
Dr. Ashby, you have been an inspiration; thank you so very much for
all the selfless work, time, effort and
personal funds you have put into your
research.
Most of all, thank you for sharing
your findings openly with the world. It
has been a pleasure working with you,
sir. I appreciate you taking the time
to answer these questions. I appreciate your research and your friendship
very much. Good hunting.
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Aluminum bow cases that are compact,
rugged, and meet airline regulations.
If your clients travel, they need this case!
See these and all our cases at
www.americase.com
Model AT-36176L
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